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NEW DESIGNATED RIVERS INFORMATION HUB
In partnership with Natural England & the Environment Agency, the RRC
has become the host for a web-based hub for information relating to the
restoration of designated rivers in England. The hub contains a map
which links to a summary of relevant information for 15 of the designated
rivers, including all relevant publically available documents & strategies.
More designated river summaries will be added in the coming months >>

RRC participated in a
workshop for a DG ENV
project, aiming to gather
evidence and build a
community of practice >>

Scottish Flood Maps
SEPA’s new maps will
support the delivery of
better approaches to
flood management >>

Blue Green Cities
RRC are working with
Cranfield University &
others to develop new
strategies for managing
urban flood risk >>

ANALYSIS OF UK RIVER
RESTORATION & RHS DATA

REVIEW OF RESTORATION
EFFECTS, COSTS & BENEFITS

Using RRC’s UK inventory data and
the EA River Habitat Survey
database, this paper, co-authored by
Jenny Mant (RRC), shows the value
of utilising datasets to support the
science & practice of restoration. It
highlights links between restoration
techniques & catchment attributes >>

A series of reviews published by
REFORM are shaping the research
agenda for restoration & catchment
management. The project reported
on topics including hydromorphological & ecological effects
after restoration; estimates of costbenefit; and ecosystem services >>
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& the Centre’s core funders for their continued support

If you have a question or feedback for RRC, or you would like to remove your name from our mailing list, email or call us 01234 752979.

To access River Restoration Centre resources or to speak to our staff
Visit our Website and YouTube channel. Follow us on LinkedIn and Twitter. Become a Facebook fan.

